All data sets are presented either as an annual snapshot or academic year from a live database
and subject to variance due to its active nature.

1. LETTER OF ENDORSEMENT FROM THE
HEAD OF DEPARTMENT
Recommended word count: Bronze: 500 words | Silver: 500 words
An accompanying letter of endorsement from the head of department should be included. If
the head of department is soon to be succeeded, or has recently taken up the post, applicants
should include an additional short statement from the incoming head.
Note: Please insert the endorsement letter immediately after this cover page.
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Dr Ruth Gilligan
Assistant Director (Equality Charters)
Advance HE
First Floor, Napier House
24 High Holborn
London WC1V 6AT
14 January 2022
Dear Dr Gilligan
We are proud to submit our application for Silver renewal, again applying as a
consortium of three schools. This application celebrates progress and impact and
highlights further challenges as we strive for an inclusive, fair and equal environment for
all.
Building on our previous awards, we continue to pioneer sustainable cultural change.
Our AS SAT developed the Equality Pledges scheme, which we have personally
supported and championed. The scheme empowers all academic and PST staff to
make a pledge to improve equality in their everyday work, with over 279 individual and
team pledges made so far. Equality Pledges were rapidly adopted across the FoH and
are now being rolled out across the University. We have multiple examples of impactful
change, which we share within this submission. We recently invited students in our
consortium to set pledges and this was quickly embraced by our year three DTH
students, who have displayed their pledges as a poster for students, staff and patients
to see.
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Within the new Faculty of Health (consisting of six schools), there are three other AS
SATs with whom we now collaborate. This is proving an effective mechanism for
impactful change; our new cross-SAT working group is leading on eradicating
inconsistencies across workload allocation models.
Our SAT has developed and pioneered EDI initiatives and we have recognised and
introduced good practice by others. The Menopause Support Network (developed by
this SAT) has been implemented across the University and we have plans to support
period poverty by replicating a project rolled out by another SAT in our Faculty. We
recognised early on the value of EDI specific survey data, and our annual equality
survey (developed within our consortium and started in 2013) has now been rolled out
across the Faculty, informing AS and wider equality strategic priorities.
Challenges still remain. Since 2016, we have seen an encouraging increase in female
applications for promotion to Associate Professor, with female staff now more likely to
apply than men, with equal success rates. However, we receive few Professorial
promotion applications from women. We have carried out significant work to inform and
drive forward action in this area, detailed in this submission. We are also prioritising
work to support ECR/ALD staff to further their careers by increasing visibility of training
opportunities through the new ‘My Research Career’ (developed by members of our
SAT) and are working with these staff to understand more about their career
aspirations, motivations and barriers.
Our application has highlighted to us significant success in developing the careers of
our own PST staff together with a desire to grow the collective voice of this group of
staff. Whilst we have seen considerable success in developing PST staff, it is clear we
need further action to ensure all are aware of opportunities for training, development
and secondments.
We continue to be fully committed to the AS principles and developments and confirm
that the information presented in this application (including qualitative and quantitative
data) is an honest and accurate representation of our schools.
8
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2. DESCRIPTION OF THE DEPARTMENT
Recommended word count: Bronze: 500 words | Silver: 500 words
Please provide a brief description of the department including any relevant contextual
information. Present data on the total number of academic staff, professional and support staff
and students by gender.

Figure 2.1: Our Schools and Faculty changes
We started our AS journey as PU PSMD, and successfully achieved our Bronze
(2013) and Silver (2016) awards. Following an interim name change, we merged in
2019 to form FoH. The Faculty merger presented a period of dynamic change,
followed by the global pandemic which affected this submission timeline. Therefore,
with approval from Advance HE, we continue to submit as a consortium of three
schools that originally comprised PU PSMD.
10
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As a consortium:
•

Our AS Silver award was the first for UoP and as a SAT we continue to be a
forerunner to others. Most recently this has been evidenced by our Equality
Pledges scheme which other areas of UoP are now taking up. We have also
led on annual IWD events, student EDI inductions and the annual staff equality
survey. All three schools share common issues and perspectives.

•

Our embedded collaborative culture enables continuation of existing work and
maintains the momentum of change.

•

We share dedicated physical teaching resources, eg LSRC and CSRC.

•

Integrated student activities/study including:
o Shared teaching on foundation programmes and other modules.
o Shared community engagement and WP activities.
o Ring-fenced places on medicine/dentistry programmes for biomedical
graduates; and

•

Some bespoke processes eg admissions.

Overarching governance is cross-faculty and EDI is an agenda item on all reporting
committees. Our Dean is University EDI Lead and chairs UEDIC. We have already
embarked on a productive journey of collaboration with the three other AS SATs in
FoH and have also instigated cross-faculty working groups on common issues
affecting all SATs, for example the WAM subgroup.
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Figure 2.2 FoH Committee Structure and communications with University level committees

2.1 Staff numbers
Our schools have almost equal numbers of male and female academics and
researchers (Fig 2.4). Some staff have cross-school roles.
PST staff are organised into cross-faculty teams, with very few supporting specific
schools; thus, as agreed with Advance HE, data is presented as one cross-faculty
group.
We are impressed with the wide range
of services the professional support
team provide. We found they are
problem solving, solution seeking and
they are the corner stone of the
school’s success.’ GMC inspection
report 2017/18
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(iii)

plans for the future of the self-assessment team.

Following submission, the SAT will meet bi-monthly to monitor our action plan, identify
emerging issues and measure impact. We have mapped annual cycles of data release
to allow interrogation of data in a timely manner.
We will continue to focus activity through our productive SAT subgroups, dividing the
action plan into themes that subgroups can champion and develop. The chair will
continue to work with other Faculty AS chairs to drive forward common issues such as
workload and promotion, and SAT members will be encouraged to work with their
counterparts in other faculty SATs to address shared actions.
After this submission, the chair role will rotate and SAT membership will be reviewed,
presenting opportunities for staff and student development. Two of our student SAT
members have recently graduated, so we are currently seeking new student members
to maintain representation across schools, year groups and levels of study.

Transition to new SAT with effective continuity.
A2

In terms of dissemination of our work, the SAT will continue to report into FEDIC and the
University AS SAT. As AS has become embedded across the consortium, awareness of
AS activities, although reasonably high, has steadily dropped (Table 3.2). We will
promote and ‘badge’ AS work more specifically and effectively across the schools.
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The PGT data in SoBS shows no clear gender bias in full-time study. Numbers of parttime students are small but there appear to be more female than male part-time
students.

‘I host undergraduate project students each year. The balance of
male to female students is not as would be expected from the
balance on the cohort as a whole - male students do not
commonly request microbiology projects. As selection of project
topic often influences future research pathways, I am interested
to understand motivation for project selection. I pledge to
investigate the reasons for the low uptake of microbiology
projects by male students’ (pledge 125)
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(v) Progression pipeline between undergraduate and
postgraduate student levels.
Identify and comment on any issues in the pipeline between undergraduate and postgraduate
degrees.

Throughout the consortium, we have multiple ways to support students to progress
into competitive courses and to continue to post-graduate study.
For example, the consortium offers 10 ring-fenced places for first year students on our
Biomedical Science course to transfer directly onto BMBS course. In addition, we
support our Biomedical Science graduates by waiving GAMSAT (postgraduate
admissions test) requirements for students who have achieved First Class honours in
Biomedical Science.
The PA programme offers another pathway for graduates to move into frontline clinical
practice.
Qualitative evidence collected from undergraduate students in 2019/20
confirmed that the UG SoBS courses offer a gateway into medical and
SAP2016 A1.1

dental programmes. This led to the creation of ring-fenced places
between programmes.
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B. Academic and research staff data
(i) Academic staff by grade, contract function and gender:
research-only, teaching and research or teaching-only.
Look at the career pipeline and comment on and explain any differences between men and
women. Identify any gender issues in the pipeline at particular grades/job type/academic contract
type.
SILVER APPLICATIONS ONLY Where relevant, comment on the transition of technical staff to
academic roles.

Fig 4.26 Academic/Clinical/Research/ALD staff by gender across consortium
The overall gender balance of staff has shifted to become more female (F58%) since
2019 and is in line with benchmark data (F54.2%:M45.8%, Advance HE Staff
Statistical Report, 2019).
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GDPR, we have decided exit interviews are of limited value. Our staff survey collects
key indicators of staff satisfaction, enabling early identification of areas of concern, and
potential reasons for leaving.

(2253 words including 253 words from additional allowance)
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5. SUPPORTING AND ADVANCING
WOMEN’S CAREERS
Recommended word count: Bronze: 6000 words | Silver: 6500 words

5.1

KEY CAREER TRANSITION POINTS: ACADEMIC STAFF

(i) Recruitment.
Break down data by gender and grade for applications to academic posts including shortlisted
candidates, offer and Acceptance rates. Comment on how the department’s recruitment
processes ensure that women (and men where there is an underrepresentation in numbers) are
encouraged to apply.

Recruitment processes comply with UoP policies. It is mandatory for all staff involved in
recruitment to undertake appropriate training, including Unconscious Bias and EDI.
Recruitment panels must have a gender balance, and this is monitored (SAP2016
B3.3). Action SAP2016 (B3.1) was to obtain data on gender of shortlisted candidates for
all appointments. This enhanced dataset reporting is now available for monitoring and
action, as appropriate.
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Although encouraged to undertake research and
scholarship, the reality of achieving REF
contributions and engaging externally at the level
expected for promotion to Professor is challenging for
AEF1 staff.

‘I think the process puts those on a
100% teaching contract at a
disadvantage…the support available
through the School is very good’ 2020

Our 2020 Staff Survey backs up the likely impact of academic role on promotion to
Professor, with 9/22 comments regarding the promotions process expressing a
perceived unfairness in relation to job role; impact made in education may not be
viewed as positively as impact in research.
In contrast, a teaching-only role does not appear to
hinder promotion to AP as Applications 2019-2020
overwhelmingly came from staff with a teaching-only
role.

‘the application form is geared
towards researchers only – as an
education focused academic , I felt
the forms and process did not really
fit’ 2020

PT academic/research staff are less likely to apply for promotion
than FT staff. Although the number of PT women and men who apply for promotion to
AP is similar, proportionally, fewer eligible women apply, because PT women
outnumber PT men by 3:2. PT staff rarely apply for promotion to Professor. No women
and only one male applied from 2017-2020.

As presented in an evidence-based presentation
from our SAT to FEG, additional barriers to female
professorial promotion include confidence,
stereotype threat, unconscious bias, greater
tendency for women to undertake unrecognised
collegiate roles, and caring responsibilities.

These are challenging areas to address. We are
encouraged by the engagement of senior

‘There is a perceived lack of promotion of
working class, women academics at PMS,
particularly to Professor. My pledge is to set
up a working group to identify and address
the barriers to career progression for women
academics in Medical Education; in particular
how gender intersects with class and clinical
vs academic background. The group will
meet over the next year and produce a
report/publication of their findings in the
next 18 months’. (Pledge 59)

management with our SAT and FEG on the promotions
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issue to date, as well as Equality Pledges that aim to improve female promotion
prospects. We will continue to work with Faculty on a suite of actions to address this
issue at all levels.

PDR/1:1/Mentoring support
•

Reference guide of education and research career pathway
exemplars for promotion criteria.

•
C1, C2, C3, C4

Annual data capture of static postholders to explore appetite
for potential promotion.

•

Review promotion criteria, application form and terminology.

•

Females supported to go on external committees.

AP Process and Support
•
C5, C6

Scope requirement of any enhanced Faculty good practice
guide.

•

Workshops for Education staff working towards promotion.

b) Professional Services Promotions
Despite not having a promotions scheme for PST staff, our faculty merger and VLS
created opportunities for progression within the new Faculty, and 20% of PST
colleagues have progressed to higher grades since 2019. However, the number of
females progressing to a higher grade is low
of PST staff

compared to the total number

. Data is unclear, but our recent staff surveys suggest staff

move to a new role rather than regrade within a substantive role.
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An equality pledge (section 7) made by an academic in another school within FoH
aims to address this common issue and we will follow up on progress.

“I shall look at REF processes to ensure that we
promote papers by female academics above
those by male academics, where there is no
other reason to distinguish between them.”
(pledge 122)

Recent initiatives (section 5.3 (iii)) to improve support for early-career researchers,
particularly for those on fixed-term contracts, and action points aimed at fixing the
‘leaky career pipeline’ are expected to increase the proportion of REF-admissible
female staff further.

Undertake research into ALD/postdocs to develop a picture of their
employment and personal status, exploring career aspirations,
C8

motivation and barriers, to better understand how best to support their
career development.
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5.2

KEY CAREER TRANSITION POINTS: PROFESSIONAL AND
SUPPORT STAFF SILVER APPLICATIONS ONLY

(i) Induction.
Describe the induction and support provided to all new professional and support staff, at all
levels. Comment on the uptake of this and how its effectiveness is reviewed.

We have incorporated information about professional and support staff inductions
within section 5.1 (ii)

(ii) Promotion.
Provide data on staff applying for promotion, and comment on applications and
success rates by gender, grade and full- and Part-Time status. Comment on how staff
are encouraged and supported through the process.
We have incorporated information about professional and support staff promotions
within section 5.1 (iii) (b) with accompanying actions:

Increase knowledge of development and promotional opportunities for
D3

all PST staff, including clarity in how to access them and improved
readiness to take advantage of them.
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Figure 5.8 Web page for ECR Development Programme
Our recently established Health ECR Forum (section 5.3(iii)) has provided several
training opportunities, (some driven by our SAT), including a programme of externally
provided policy impact workshops (Spring 2021). Supported by PIHR with Research
England funding, over thirty researchers (approx. 70%F) participated in the sessions,
and

researchers

had one-to-one sessions with a policy impact expert.

Professional development programmes for new teaching
staff are available through the UoP’s teaching
development framework. This supports staff to achieve
fellowship of the HEA from associate to senior levels.

“'It’s evident that the school
encourages the professional
development of their educators.”
GMC report 2017/18

Staff perception of access to training is positive:
‘I have access to appropriate development activities that support my career
progression’
•

65% all staff strongly agreed/agreed in 2021(F62%:M73%).
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•

The annual response rates that strongly agreed/agreed have remained
consistent by gender since 2017, F62-64%:M67-75%

Over the last four years more men appear to feel they have suitable development
activities compared to women. This is surprising, given the number of female-focussed
development activities. Some of this need may now be met through the ECR Forum
(Section 5.3 iii).

(ii) Appraisal/development review.
Describe current appraisal/development review schemes for staff at all levels, including
postdoctoral researchers and provide data on uptake by gender. Provide details of any
appraisal/review training offered and the uptake of this, as well as staff feedback about the
process.

All new staff undertake probation, offering the opportunity to clarify performance
expectations and to give and receive feedback. The aim is to support the member of
staff to successfully carry out their role.
All staff (including RA/postdocs) contracted for one year or more undergo a formal
annual PDR meeting with a six-month review. Training and guidance for PDR
reviewers is provided.
The PDR uptake rates for 2017/18 were excellent (92%F:96%M; 94%overall).
Although still high, a slight decrease and gender imbalance (favouring men) in PDR
uptake was seen in 2018/9. This may partly reflect the impact of VLS during that PDR
cycle.
In both 2020 and 2021, interim PDRs were carried out due to pandemic pressures.
Staff were still required to meet formally with their line managers, but preparation and
administrative burden was reduced. We will continue to monitor PDR completion rates
and satisfaction with the process, especially once formal processes are reinstated
after the pandemic.
During the PDR, staff are confidentially encouraged to discuss:
•

work-life balance and circumstances impacting on performance
79
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RAs and postdocs. Mixed practice and experiences were reported in an informal
Faculty feedback meeting for postdocs (Oct 2020).

To address this potential conflict, we will undertake staff consultation and review of
best practice and will revise the format of the annual review for RA/postdocs to support
ECR career development.

Undertake research into ALD/postdocs to develop a picture of their
employment and personal status, exploring career aspirations,
motivation and barriers to better understand how best to support their
C8

career development. Review, consult on and develop ECR career
development reviews, eg PDRs/enhanced 1:1s.

(iii) Support given to academic staff for career progression.
Comment and reflect on support given to academic staff, especially postdoctoral researchers,
to assist in their career progression.

Supporting ECR career progression
Our SAT research subgroup fed into the development of the University’s Concordat
Action Plan 2020-22. ECR development has come to the fore, with increased ECR
representation, involvement, and support across the Faculty and PIHR.

The first Health ECR Forum event was in December 2020; coordinated by a SAT
member, the Forum Committee was established 6 months later. The Forum has over
100 members, predominantly female, in health-related research. Three events have
been held since its launch, including ‘Simple steps towards developing your research
career’ and ‘International Research’, each followed by discussion. Following
consultation, ECR views helped shape the Faculty junior mentoring scheme.
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Figure 5.9 Draft landing page for ‘My Research Career’ web hub currently under
development

The Health ECR Forum website (launched December 2020) provides links to
resources and funding opportunities relevant to ECRs. Based on needs identified by
our SAT, a further web-hub ‘My Research Career’ is currently under development, led
by some of our SAT members. This will support researchers in career management,
including those planning or returning from a career break.

To further support ECRs, the Researcher Development Programme includes
supportive sessions, as well as CV-writing and interview sessions (see also section
5.3 (i)). Training and development needs can be raised during online ECR feedback
sessions with the ADR and PIHR Director.

The Health ECR Forum website launched in December 2020 and
provides links to resources and funding opportunities relevant to ECRs.
Driven by our SAT, the web-hub ‘My Research Career’ will support
researchers in career management, including those planning or
returning from a career break.
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doctors than any other graduates in the country.

Fig 5.11 GMC National Training Survey (2012-2021) results by School, showing response
to the question ‘I was adequately prepared for my first foundation post’

There are also numerous opportunities for postgraduate students to develop key
skills for future careers, including:
•

Opportunities to present research at the Friday seminar series and annual
research event.

•

Acting as lab demonstrators during the annual two-day National Science
event, attended by approximately 140 schoolchildren and teachers.

•

Taking part in laboratory tours for the public, charities and others. The aim is
to raise awareness and sponsorship of current research, developing interprofessional engagement.

(v) Support offered to those applying for research grant

applications
Comment and reflect on support given to staff who apply for funding and what support is
offered to those who are unsuccessful.

The University’s R&I team provides a variety of resources and services to support
researchers to develop their research, impact and external engagement. These are
promoted by email and via the staff bulletin. Comprehensive funding updates are
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circulated monthly. AHoSR discuss funding options with researchers, including those
with unsuccessful applications.
There are seven funding courses, including for ECRs, and bespoke support is offered
to schools. Repeating in 2021, an external funding workshop was attended by around
30 researchers across the consortium in 2019, with additional 1:1 sessions. Funds
were later available for further 1:1s with the provider for those writing applications.
The pump-priming grants described above allowed researchers to obtain pilot data,
and evidence new collaborations and/or external partnerships to support larger,
external funding applications.
Funding managers review proposals before submission, as well as those of
unsuccessful applicants, providing advice on how to improve applications. An internal
peer-review process is a requirement for all grants submitted externally.

5.4 CAREER DEVELOPMENT: PROFESSIONAL AND SUPPORT
STAFF SILVER APPLICATIONS ONLY
Aligning to the AS Charter Principles, we want to enhance engagement with and grow
the collective voice of our PST staff alongside that of academic and research
colleagues. There is an acknowledged absence of defined promotional and
development pathways for PST staff across the HE Sector. We want to increase
knowledge and awareness of available opportunities as they arise within our schools
and provide clarity on how to access them in a fully equitable way. Alongside this, we
will increase and improve developmental support structures to maximise opportunities
for career progression.
We are developing a cross-faculty PST group to oversee delivery of shared AS actions
and emerging issues as identified from the annual staff survey.
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they can submit a business case for staff development funding through their line
manager.
PST workshops to promote progression and development opportunities commenced in
2020-21. The cross-Faculty PST subgroup will explore further developments to improve
visibility of training & development
opportunities for all PST staff.
“I signed up for the Springboard
programme after hearing about it at the
workshop, and it has greatly improved
my confidence and self esteem” PST,
Female, PT

(ii) Appraisal/development review.
Describe current appraisal/development review schemes for professional and support staff at
all levels and provide data on uptake by gender. Provide details of any appraisal/review
training offered and the uptake of this, as well as staff feedback about the process.

PST staff have the same probation and annual PDR process as academic staff
described in 5.3 (ii) (b).
PDR completion rates are consistently in the range 82-95%. However, the decision to
use informal reviews for the PDR cycles in 2020 and 2021 was welcomed by PST staff,
reducing stress and promoting positive mental health amongst staff. We will continue to
monitor PDR completion rates and satisfaction with the process, especially once formal
processes are reinstated after the pandemic.
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(iii) Support given to professional and support staff for career
progression.
Comment and reflect on support given to professional and support staff to assist in their career
progression.

We take a proactive approach to managing PST talent by encouraging access to
development, including a range of women-only development programmes, secondment
opportunities, attendance at national and international conferences and support to
pursue degrees and apprenticeships.

Fig 5.13 One of our Senior Technicians was awarded the 2021
Papin Prize for contribution to teaching, having been nominated
by colleagues.
However, while 62% of all PST staff (F63%:M57% 2021) felt supported by their line
manager to gain different experiences, responsibilities or secondment, only 39%
(F41%:M29%) agreed/strongly agreed that there are opportunities for career
development, eg promotions, secondment, gaining experience of different tasks or
projects. To improve clarity, we will agree Faculty principles for
secondment/honorarium opportunities.

Develop a FoH set of principles for PST secondment/honorarium
D3

opportunities.
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The cross-institutional Technicians Commitment has been adopted by the University to
support technicians in terms of five key areas: visibility, recognition, career
development, sustainability and evaluating impact. Steering groups, which include
technicians across the University, meet regularly to review, direct and enhance the work
happening across the University to deliver the pledges of The Technicians’
Commitment.

Fig 5.14 Advertisement for the annual Technician Showcase

Technicians run a showcase each year to share and

“It was a brilliant opportunity
to see what other technicians
do, to meet and share
knowledge and have a go at
using different equipment!”
Technician, Female, PT

promote expertise and initiatives across the
University and to share best practice.

Professional membership and registration are encouraged through the PDR process
and career progression has traditionally been discussed in PDRs.
The 2021 staff survey shows 100% of PST men and women feel that having a mentor
has had, or will have, a positive impact on career development. At present
female PST staff have mentors; others indicate that support is often through team
discussion and colleagues.
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5.5 FLEXIBLE WORKING AND MANAGING CAREER BREAKS
Note: Present professional and support staff and academic staff data separately.

(i) Cover and support for maternity and adoption leave: before

leave.
Explain what support the department offers to staff before they go on maternity and adoption
leave.

UoP’s maternity and adoption policies are broadly similar to sector norms:
•

Adoption and maternity leave policies offer the same support, including KIT days

•

OAP matches OMP; ShPP is aligned with OMP

•

Staff are entitled to paid time off for antenatal care/parent-craft classes

•

Family friendly policies/guidance are available to all staff via dedicated HR
webpages, are linked to recruitment, and incorporate information for managers
and staff.

To ensure that consortium staff are able to access all information and support
available, we actively measure accessibility via our annual staff survey. 2021 Staff
Survey results show a drop in awareness and knowing where to find family-friendly
policies 64% All Staff (F70%:M50%). Whilst annual survey results for women is
consistently over 70%, awareness amongst men has fallen by 20% since 2017.

As part of our commitment to supporting staff with caring responsibilities, the SAT
previously carried out a focus group and continue to interview staff who have taken
family leave. Outcomes show that staff generally had very positive experiences of
maternity leave and felt supported before, during and after taking leave.

Cover is arranged for staff on maternity or adoption leave. Vacancies are advertised
via open recruitment and on FTC basis, with the involvement of the substantive post
holder in the recruitment process and full handover wherever possible.
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The only comment received in our SAT consultation pertaining to pre-family leave
requested more support to aid financial planning such as calculating expected
maternity pay with early notification of any gaps in service.

(ii) Cover and support for maternity and adoption leave: during

leave.
Explain what support the department offers to staff during maternity and adoption leave.

Staff are empowered to agree what kind of contact they wish to have during the leave
period, including how to use the 10 KIT days available.

Staff are informed about School and Faculty matters and job opportunities that may
arise during the leave period.
Through our SAT consultation, staff confirmed they were not contacted by colleagues
unless on KIT days. KIT days were found to be particularly useful for preparing for
return to work especially as ways of working had changed due to COVID-19 (such as
online teaching delivery).

(iii) Cover and support for maternity and adoption leave: returning

to work.
Explain what support the department offers to staff on return from maternity or adoption leave.
Comment on any funding provided to support returning staff.

Managers arrange a ‘welcome back’ meeting with every returning staff member. This
ensures that staff are aware of:
•

Local enhancements (instigated by our SAT) including:
o Avoiding meetings before 09:30 and after 16:00
o Private rooms on main campus and JBB with breastfeeding facilities
o Parent and child parking

•

University family friendly provisions available on the HR webpages including:
o Childcare Voucher Scheme (the only available funding support)
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o Policies such as flexible working, options for timetable restraints, nursing
mother guidance
o Main campus on-site nursery available to staff and students

Currently nursery opening hours do not extend beyond 17:45, although staff can
submit a request for a timetable constraint through flexible working.

Our SAT consultation showed that those returning from maternity leave had formal
and informal flexible working arrangements put in place to suit their family
commitments. Their posts were covered while on leave and in

cases, staff who

were employed to cover now have full-time posts in the consortium.

One returner interviewed had returned parttime from previously working full-time. This
has worked well, and she had full support
from managers. Another returner had a 17:00
limit on her teaching timetable to allow for

‘I am very happy with the whole
experience (of maternity leave).
Flexible working has helped my
return and work/life balance is
good’

collection from childcare and had an overlap
on her return with the person covering to
allow for a smooth handover.

(iv) Maternity return rate.
Provide data and comment on the maternity return rate in the department. Data of staff whose
contracts are not renewed while on maternity leave should be included in the section along
with commentary. SILVER APPLICATIONS ONLY Provide data and comment on the
proportion of staff remaining in post six, 12 and 18 months after return from maternity leave.

The number of staff taking maternity leave in any one year is low (

pa in all staff

groups).
95% of staff taking leave returned in the last three years.
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staff groups. Whilst consideration is given to maintaining/establishing a gender
balance within the committee, membership is primarily dictated by job role. This
alleviates women feeling pressured to be on committees just to improve the gender
balance.

Committee membership is recognised within the WAM and discussed at PDR.

For these senior committees, membership is F53%:M47%, and 33% have a female
chair. Female committee membership has increased by 10% since our 2016
submission, while the proportion of female chairs/deputy has been maintained.

(iv) Participation on influential external committees.
How are staff encouraged to participate in other influential external committees and what
procedures are in place to encourage women (or men if they are underrepresented) to
participate in these committees?

PDR reviewers may suggest staff volunteer for a suitable external committee or EE role
if appropriate. All staff who could step up to such a role are supported and encouraged
to do so to expand their experience and influence outside of the University. The
reviewer or reviewee may suggest suitable committees. If we are notified of vacancies
this is circulated widely and applications encouraged.
Records of membership of external committees are not formally kept, but our annual
staff survey now asks staff to indicate if they sit on external committees. Across the
consortium, 24 staff (F15%:M40%) said they do so; these were predominantly academic
or research staff, although three PST staff are also members of external committees.
We introduced pilot questions to the
2021 survey to start to explore
whether membership is at regional,
national or international level, related

“I was encouraged to take up a role in an
external committee as an ECR, and have
been able to complete the work required by
the committee within my working hours.”
Female academic, 2020
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to role or an external interest, and will develop this further.
Staff are encouraged to act as EEs for other universities. Within the Consortium we
have 26 staff serving as EEs (57%F:42%M), including 9 who are currently at
lecturer/senior lecturer grades.

“My line manager in PMS has been immensely supportive and
helped me develop various areas of my work with a view to
applying for promotion to AP. Getting an external examiner role
wasn’t straightforward (lots of places ask that you are already a
senior lecturer), but my line manager helped me to seek out
responsibilities and supported my applications. When I did secure
an external examining role, my line manager supported me at the
start, helping me know what the processes looked like, what to
expect at boards and giving me confidence for the first year of
the post.” Female academic, 2021

(v) Workload model.
Describe any workload allocation model in place and what it includes. Comment on ways in
which the model is monitored for gender bias and whether it is taken into account at
appraisal/development review and in promotion criteria. Comment on the rotation of
responsibilities and if staff consider the model to be transparent and fair.

All 'core' roles (eg for teaching staff: academic tutoring, small group facilitation;
admissions interviews) are reflected in the WAM. Additional roles and responsibilities
are advertised and expressions of interest invited. Staff are asked to discuss time
commitments of any potential new roles with line managers before applying. All
additional roles are reflected in the WAM (including AS SAT work, external
engagements and lead roles in WP), although the time allocations for these are not
consistent across the schools.
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HoS and line managers review workloads annually, ensuring work is shared fairly.
Whilst the 2020 and 2021 interim PDRs reduced pressure on managers during this
period, it may mean that in-depth auditing of workload was not always completed. We
will continue to monitor this via the Staff Survey after the pandemic, to ensure that
workload is specifically addressed in the next PDR round.
The staff survey indicates that staff find the varying

"One of the frustrating
things about the WAM is
the lack of comparability
across different schools or
faculties" 2020

approaches to workload allocation across the
consortium frustrating, so work is needed to align
workloads and ensure that all time allocations are
transparent and realistic. The FoH AS Chairs have

established a Faculty-wide WAM working group to review inconsistencies between
schools around allocation of time for tasks including AS and EDI activity; to formalise
compliance with the new AS principles; to share best practice and to improve
transparency, and to determine shared principles.
I spend a lot of time replying to
student emails that isn't
accounted for in my WAM."
2020

Using staff survey evidence and feedback from all six FoH schools, the
WAM Working Group will identify inconsistencies between schools,
share best practice and determine shared principles.
F1 & F2

Recommendations will be made to the HoS/FEG for cascade.

Our Faculty wide staff survey is now well established, and dedicated
SAP2016 D3

resource enables annual analysis. This has enabled identification of key
priorities, resulting in the formation of the AS WAM working group.
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“It is crucial that we have an inclusive approach to ensure we share the
widest range of ideas to facilitate the best possible improvements. This is
true for all events, but was perhaps most noticeable when I organised
‘equality in assessment’. My aim was to have balanced contributions from
people with positions in other professions representing a range of
seniorities, ethnicities, disabilities, and gender identities; including men in
traditionally women’s roles (e.g. midwifery) and women in traditionally
men’s roles (e.g. armed forces). Everyone is equal, but when inviting
speakers people have different barriers to taking part and so it is important
to actively seek out and encourage all backgrounds to be represented.
Understanding and incorporating all demographic viewpoints builds the
strongest foundation for everyone”. M Professor PMS

In order that students of under-represented genders are encouraged to apply to our
programmes, we have ensured that our advertising material is gender aware. This is
particularly relevant for the DTH and biomedical science programmes (Section 4A (ii)).

We have undertaken a review of the images on our website, and staff have
independently audited images on the intranet and documents as part of their equality
pledges.
“To ensure that the programme has
marketing material that represents
students of different genders and
diverse backgrounds, and that student
ambassadors for the programme in
20/21 are encouraged to come forward
from under-represented groups (such
as men)”. (Pledge 23)

“Ensuring the photos on
the POPPI webpages are
more representative”
(team pledge)

SAT review of available communication channels (eg website, FoH
newsletter, School forums, events).
SAT to agree priority AS/gender equality initiatives for dissemination (eg
A3 & A4

Equality Pledges, visibility of diverse role models) and set output targets
for the academic year.
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Fig 5.16 Male DTH Student case study, from the website
In 2019, the chair of our AS SAT secured funding from the Biochemical Society to
provide three teacher placements within the consortium. The three-day placements
included a variety of activities and discussions, allowing the teachers (from local
schools with low numbers of university applicants) to learn about our programmes and
studying at Plymouth, to share with their pupils.
The feedback was very positive, with one of the teachers identifying "Accessibility of
courses to students eg Foundation medical course, range of facilities/expertise
available on their doorstep" as a key lesson from the programme. Another agreed they
could see their students studying here "I will encourage more to visit and also
advertise [foundation] medicine and DTH which I feel many of our students are
missing out on".
This demonstrates impact in terms of increasing accessibility to our programmes and
helps debunk the elitist reputation that medicine and dentistry still have. We stayed in
touch with the teachers, and shortly before lockdown we visited one of their schools
with three BMBS with foundation students to talk to pupils about getting into University.
One of our SoBs lecturers introduced Soapbox Science to Plymouth in 2018, and in
liaison with the University and another Faculty and supported by the HoS, she has
successfully led the annual organisation and promotion, assisted by student volunteers
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.
(Word count 483)
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(496 words)
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7. FURTHER INFORMATION
Recommended word count: Bronze: 500 words | Silver: 500 words
Please comment here on any other elements that are relevant to the application.

Equality pledges

The Equality Pledges scheme, developed by our SAT, empowers all
our staff to make a small change towards a more inclusive culture
encouraging sustainable change. It is a pioneering activity that has
rapidly gained momentum across the institution.
The scheme was immediately embraced by the other 3 schools in the
FoH. There has been great interest in the initiative that continues to
gain momentum. A number of other UoP faculties and PST
directorates have shown interest and requested further information on
the initiative. Through UEDIC, a plan for rolling the scheme out across
UoP is in the final stages.

We are committed to promoting an inclusive culture. Our SAT developed the equality
pledge initiative to encourage sustainable change. By inviting everyone to be involved
with the pledges initiative, we aimed to create a shift in culture, empowering many
individuals to make small changes across all areas of activity.

‘I think the pledge is a useful tool
with which to stop and reflect really reflect - what you as an
individual are doing to help create,
maintain, encourage, demonstrate
equality’ (pledge 174)
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The initiative evolved quickly. Initially, we planned to encourage all consortium staff to
pledge to improve gender equality. However, in discussion with FEG, we decided to
broaden the scheme to include all aspects of EDI to be more inclusive. The scheme
was supported by FEG, who decided we should immediately offer the scheme to all six
schools in the Faculty.

‘It has gotten me thinking about equality across
the spectrum of personal and professional life.
Whilst I do not think that I exclude people it has
made me realise how easily this can happen
inadvertently. It has made me aware of
unconscious bias.’ (pledge 142)

We developed an online recording system, and all line managers were asked to
discuss pledges with their staff as a formal part of the PDR process. The system
automatically asks staff for progress updates at six monthly intervals, to encourage
documentation of impact, reflection and modification of pledges where required. We
provided guidance in several forms, including enhancements in response to feedback
with some examples to facilitate discussion.
Since rolling out the pledges in summer 2020, we have had 279 pledges (37% of all
staff) from PST and academic staff across the six schools, 160 of which were from
consortium staff.
Staff pledged to improve culture across several themes, including teaching and
learning, staff development, decolonisation, working practices and accessibility.
Several PST groups have made team pledges. The process of setting pledges has
sparked countless conversations about EDI, across all staff levels and groups.
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The pledges initiative has meant that staff who previously might not have had
focussed thoughts or discussions about EDI issues are
now thinking about how to make a change. EDI is now
something we all talk about, not just those on EDI
specific committees.
Example pledges include
•

‘Having made the pledge, it

has made me much more
aware of diversity, and I find
this is no longer an
afterthought on my part’
(pledge 174)

development of clinical case studies around black
skins; using gender/ethnic diverse names; negotiation with
supplier for production of diverse models

•

photos of female and minority authors on slides about their work

•

additional criteria in ethics applications about how EDI has been considered in
research design

•

achievement of equal gender representation on websites/open days

•

developing an engaged student equality champions group

•

supporting staff development eg passing on External examiner opportunities,
publishing papers with multiple co-authors

•

a working group to examine barriers to career progression
(gender/class/academic vs clinician background)

•

To review REF processes to ensure female authored papers are promoted
above male papers where there is no other reason to distinguish between them.

Discussions are ongoing at University level to roll out the pledges scheme across the
institution.
As a result of the huge success of the staff pledges scheme, our AS SAT student
subgroup launched a pilot student EDI pledge scheme across the consortium in
2021/22. Undergraduate students can join the scheme with support from tutors. The
best project in each school will be awarded a prize and receive formal recognition. The
initiative will be introduced during induction in 2022.
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E2

Refresh of staff Equality pledge scheme

Development of student Equality pledge scheme
E3

(730 words, including 230 from additional allowance)
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8. 2022 ACTION PLAN
The action plan should present prioritised actions to address the issues identified in this
application.
Please present the action plan in the form of a table. For each action define an
appropriate success/outcome measure, identify the person/position(s) responsible for the
action, and timescales for completion.
The plan should cover current initiatives and your aspirations for the next four years.
Actions, and their measures of success, should be Specific, Measurable, Achievable,
Relevant and Time-bound (SMART).
See the awards handbook for an example template for an action plan.
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